
Rejection LetteR FiLe

F.U. Haiku
A nervous acquisitions exec 
rejects Jordan Okun’s novel. 
He responds via haiku.

ephemeRa

Looper
Watch a key scene evolve by 
peeking into Rian Johnson’s 
notebook, first draft and 
preproduction draft. 
By Jeff Goldsmith

tune up

Looper
Unlikely instruments always 
intrigued composer Nathan 
Johnson, who takes us behind 
the scenes of his latest score. 
By Jeff Goldsmith

RumbLe

In the Ring at Fantastic Fest
Just what the heck happened 
when filmmaker Joe Swan
berg debated and fought  
with critic Devin Faraci at this 
year’s geek mecca in Austin?
By Jeff Goldsmith

Staged

The Old Murder  
House Theatre
Cardboard sets, fireworks  
and silliness ensue as the 
troupe lovingly recreates 
staged versions of films that 
continue to inspire. 
By Adam Stovall

the pRoduceRS

Saving Red Dawn
You finish your film, the 
studio goes bankrupt—and 
you’re told to digitally change 
the villain or it’ll never get 
released! Producers Tripp 
Vinson and Beau Flynn explain 
how they rescued their flick.
By David Somerset

the bottLeneck gaLLeRy

Selected Works
Swipe through the zombie
inspired “Can’t Beat ’Em,  
Join ’Em” show.

the bottLeneck gaLLeRy

Creating “Can’t Beat  
’Em, Join ’Em”
Four talented artists on  
their Bottleneck Gallery 
zombie masterworks.
By Germain Lussier

bLack LiSt taLeS

Subject Zero
After toiling for 10 years in 
Hollywood, David L. Cohen 
finally manages to revive the 
dead and his career.
By Danny Munso

ink taLeS

Alpha Girl
Cowriter JeanPaul Bonjour 
on crafting a comedic, girl
powered and zombieinfested 
comic book. 
By Danny Munso

Sundance ShoRt

I Love Sarah Jane
Spencer Susser takes us behind 
the scenes on the best zombie 
short film ever made. 
By Jeff Goldsmith

tV dVR’d

The Walking Dead
New characters and a prison 
full of zombies: Showrunner 
Glen Mazzara takes it to the 
next level. 
By Danny Munso

tV dVR’d

Breaking Bad
Vince Gilligan on morality, 
flexibility and the final act  
of one of the greatest TV 
shows of all time. 
By Danny Munso

tV VcR’d

Found Footage Festival
VHS junkies Joe Pickett and 
Nick Prueher scour thrift 
shops and estate auctions for 
hidden ’80s and ’90s oddities 
to share with the world.
By David Somerset

oFF the SheLF

The TV Wheel
Mystery Science Theater 3000 
creator Joel Hodgson recently 
screened a 17year old TV 
pilot at Cinefamily in Los 
Angeles—and blew away  
the audience. 
By Jeff Goldsmith

noVeL idea

L.A. Fadeaway
Jordan Okun fought to get out 
of an agency mailroom and 
on to a desk, only to realize he 
didn’t want to be an agent—
so he wrote a wildly hilarious 
novel about agency life. 
By Jeff Goldsmith

coVeR StoRy

The Sessions
Writerdirector Ben Lewin 
wows audiences with one of 
the year’s best films and finally 
breaks through—at 65.
By Jenelle Riley

the actoR

John Hawkes
Examining one of this 
year’s most magnificent 
performances. 
By Jenelle Riley

cuRRent cinema

End of Watch
South Central L.A. is no 
stranger to writerdirector 
David Ayer, who returns to these 
mean streets one last time. 
By Judd Bloch

cuRRent cinema

Flight
More than a decade after  
John Gatins started writing it, 
his film finally arrives on the 
big screen. 
By Joshua Stecker

cuRRent cinema

Frankenweenie
John August brings his fifth 
collaboration with director 
Tim Burton to life. 
By Danny Munso

cuRRent cinema

Killing Them Softly
Andrew Dominik ups the ante 
in his latest adaptation.
By Jenelle Riley

cuRRent cinema

Lincoln
Tony Kushner on what it takes 
to bring Honest Abe to the 
multiplex, Spielberg style.
By Jeremy Smith

cuRRent cinema

The Man with the Iron Fists
Hiphop legend RZA makes 
his writingdirecting debut in 
this kungfu epic, with help 
from old friend Eli Roth and 
mentor Quentin Tarantino.
By Danny Munso

cuRRent cinema

The Perks of Being  
a Wallflower
Stephen Chbosky adapts his 
beloved novel—and learns  
not to be precious.
By Jenelle Riley

cuRRent cinema

Skyfall
Neal Purvis and Robert Wade 
discuss being the scribes in 
charge of Ian Fleming’s iconic 
secret agent since 1999—and 
what’s different for Skyfall.  
By David Somerset
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